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1.1. Preliminary Remarks. Continuous rectangular plates can broad-
ly be classified into two groups depending upon the rru.mber of directions 
of continuity. "One-way" continuous plates are those that are continuous 
over supports in only one direction, and 11two-way 11 continuous plates are 
those that are continuous in two mutually orthogonal directions. 
One-way rectangular plates continous over rigid supports have been 
treated by Marcus (1), Jensen (2) and Hawk (.3). Newmark (4) extended the 
distribution method to one-way continuous plates over flerlble supports. 
Rigorous solutions for two-way continuous plates are available for 
limited special cases only. Southerland, et. al. (5) and Neilson (6) 
treated the problem of a plate consisting of a number of identical panels 
and supported by beams of equal stiffness. Approrlmate solutions of two,... 
way continuous plates over rigid supports have been presented by Bittner 
(7) a.rrl Ma.ugh and Pan (8). Engelbreth (9) and Newmark (10) independently 
developed approximate distribution procedures for determining the total 
moments across a:ny section for plates continuous over rigid beams. 
Lechter (11) extended the flerlbility method to two-way continuous plates 
over rigid supports. The basic structure in this approach was a simply 
supported rectangular plate. Angular fnnctions were defined in terms of 
influence coefficients for deflection of a simple plate obtained from a 
set of tables prepared by Tuma, Havner and French (12). Single panel 
1 
solutions were extended by the method of moment distribution to the 
analysis of two-way continuous rectangular plates supported by beams 
with flexural and torsional rigidities by Ang and Newmark (1.3). 
1.2. Scope .Q! ~. This study extends the fle:xibility method 
of approach to the solution of rectangular plates continuous in two 
directions and supported by fle:xible beams. Torsional stiffness of the 
beams is not taken into consideration because of the complex nature of 
the problem. 
2 
The essentials of the fle:xibility approach to continuous rectangular 
plates were discussed by Tuma in a graduate course in plate structures 
during fall 1961-1962. A rectangular plate supported by four columns at 
corners and having all edges free, is selected as a basic structure. A 
method of obtaining influence coefficients for deflection for the select-
ed basic structure is described in Chapter II. In Chapter III general 
moment and reaction equations are derived in terms of fle:xibilities from 
compatibility conditions at thejunctionof two adjacent panels, and a 
matrix formulation for the solution is presented. All the flexibilities are 
defined :in terms of the influenoecoefficients for deflection in Chapter IV. 
An example problem is worked out in Chapter V and a summary and 
conclusions are given in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFLECTION INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS BY FINITE DIFFERENCES 
2.1. General Finite Difference Ei:Juation. Consider a thin rectang-
ular plate subjected to normal loads and supported by four columns at the 
four corners (Figure 2.1) • 
~x L 







Figure 2.1. Basic Plate Structure 





x, y = Coordinates of a point on the plate surface. 
w = Deflection at any point x, y. 
p = Intensity of loading at the point. 
D = Flexural rigidity of the plate. 
Equation 2.1 can be resolved into two equations: 
2 
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M • -D (~ +~) 
Consider that the plate structure shown in Figure 2.1 is divided 
into an arbitrary number of equal size rectangular elements 6.X and 1::,y 
along x and y-axes. A typical detail of gridwork thus formed is shown 
in Figure 2.2. 
I 
y 
/ 6.x /t::.x I r ·r --; 
Figure 2.2. Grid Network 
Expressing Equations 2.2 and 2.3 in finite difference form at any 
general point ij, 
With the following notation 
t • ~ ' a • 1 , 
·Ay 2(1+t2 ) 
b = t2 
2(l+t2) 
). : t and A A = ~x • f).y 
2(l+t2 ) 
the above equations reduce to 
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J!i.j - a ~(i+l)j + M(i-l)j)- b0i(j+ 1) + Mi(j-1)) = 11.fU (2.6) 
"ij - a(v(i+l)j + w(i-l)j)- bf i(j+l) + wi(j-1)) =';/XU (2.7) 
If Equation 2.7 is written at points (i+.l)j, (i-l)j, i(j+l) and 
i(j-1) successively, the following equations will result: 
~+l)j).AA w Jw + w ) b/ ., 
D u = (i+l)j -, (i+2)j ij - ~w (i+l)(j+l) + w (i+l){j-1)/ 
M(i-l)j a/ ) rf. ~ 
D ).AA=W(i-l)j - \Wij + W(i-2)j - \W(i-l)(j+l) + W{i-l)(j-1)/ 
M:t_( i+l) A w Jw ~ bh ) n' ~A = i(j+l) ""' \ (i+l)(j+l) + w (i-l)(j+l)/ - \i(j+2) + wij 
6 
M;_~j-l)AA A. Wi(j-1) -f (i+l){j-1) + "(i-l)(j-10-{"ij + "i(j+20 
(2.8) 
Substituting Equations 2. 7 and 2 .8 in Equation 2 .fJ , Lagrange I s equa~ 
tion is obtained in finite difference form which can be represented as, 
(2.9) 
This equation is valid for all the points lying in the rectangle 
formed by second interior lines from the edges. 
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2.2. Finite Difference Equations for Typical Points Near the E:lj;es . 
The general finite difference equation will be modified for various point s 
near the edges as follows: 
(a) Point on First Interior Line parallel to the y-axis 
(Figure 2.3a). 
The boundary condition is 
(1'fx)edge = -D ~ + ,, $> = O 
o2· 
or (M) = -D (1-~) ---1!!. 
edge oy2 
Applying this condition to the point (i-l)j 
M(i-1).i _ ~ ( " ~ 
D ... - t:.r W(i-l)(j-1) -..::w(i-l)j + W(i-l){j+l~ 
Denoting ~lt:.A: (1-u)Xt • d 
(Ayf 
the equation can be written as 
(2.10) Mc1;;1> Ji.~ A " -d E c1-1>< J-1, -2" c:1.-1) j + "<1-1 Jc j+ iV 
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(w) = B(lAA>2 
(2.11) 
Ir the point lies on the first interior point parallel to the x~a:xis 




(w) = B(l~A>2 
(2.12) 
(b) Point on the Free F.dge parallel to the y-axis (Figure 2 • .3b). 
When point ij falls on the edge, points (i-2)j, (i- l)j 
(i-l)(j-1) and (i-l)(j+l) lie outside the plate. The deflec-
10 
tions at these points are expressed in terms of the deflections 
at the points on the plate by making use of the boundary 
conditions: 
The first boundary condition is 
(M,c)edge = 0 or (M)edge = -D(l-u);~. 
In finite difference form this becomes, 
Mi .>..b.A ( ) ( ~ f> 8 wij -a W(i+l)j + W(i-l)j -b ~i(j+l) + wi(j-1) 
= -a.(wi(j-1) -2wij + wi(j+ly 
from which 
W(i-l)j : Wij (1;2d) + (d~b) (wi(j+l) + Wi(j-1y- W(i+l)j 
(2.13) 
Similarly, expressing the same boundary condition at points 
i(j+l) ani i(j-1): 
w(i-l)(j+l) I!!: wi(j+l) (1;2d) + (d;b) (wij + wi(j+2v -w(i+l)(j+l) 
(2.14) 
- l-2d (d-hl ( w(i-1) (j-1) - wi(j-1) a:- + a wij 
The second boundary condition is 
+ Wi(j-2)) =W(i+l) (j- 1) 
(2.15) 
11 
Expressing this in finite difference form 
2~~(i+2)j -2v(i+l)j + 2"(1-l)j -"(±'Ciit_i} +. 2::l ("(i+l)(j+ll 
-w(i-l)(j+l) -2w(i+l)j+ 2w(i-l)j -w(i-l)(j-1) + 
+W(i+.l)(j-0 : 0 • 
Solving for W(i-2)j, 
W(i-2)j • W(i+2)j -2wi+l)j + 2w(i-l)j + 0 E(i+l)(j+l)-
-w(i-l)(j+l) - 2w(i+l)j +2w(i-l)j -w(i-l)(j-1)+ 
+w(i+l) {j-lj 
where c = (2-u)t2 
(2.16) 
The unknown values W(i-l)j , W(i-l)(j+l) and w(i-l)(j-l) can 
be eliminated from the above equation by using Equations 2 .1.3, 
2.14 a.rd 2.15. 
Substituting Equations 2.1.3 to 2.16 in the general equation 
(2.9), the operator equation obtained is 
2-(d•-a) 
(2a-bc I) 
-2b+2(d-b) (a-tac-1) ,__ _____ ___, 
+ (l-2d) (2h-ac) 
1+2a2+2b2 +2(1-2d) (a+ac-1) 1-------+ 
+2(d-b) (2h-ac) 
-2b+2(d-b) (a+ac-1) 
+(l-2d) (2h-ac) 1--------1 




If the point lies on the free edge parallel to the J11-axis, the 
equation modifies to 
,--------, 
2a 2(d 1-a) l+2a2+2b2+(1-2d') 
(b+bc '-1)+ (b+bc '-1) +2 (d 1-a) 
(l-2d') (2a-bc') (2a-bc') _.____---, ___ _, 
where d ' :: ( 1-1') and c ' ~ 1&:Jtl 
. t . t2 
2a+2(d '-a) 
(b+bc '-1) + 
(1-2d 1 ) (2a-bc') 
2-(d'-a) 
(2a-bc') 
(w) = ..12.. X(6.A)2 (2.18) 
2D 
( c) Point adjacent to a support on the Free Edge parallel to the 
Y""axis (Figure 2.3c). 
The boundary conditions are: 
{i) wi{j-l) ~ O (2.19) 
From which it follows that 
Substituting in Equation 2.17, 
1 2a2+b2+2(1-2d) (a+ac-1) •-----1_4a.2(1+c 
+3(d-b) (21:}..ac) 
-2b+2(d-b) (a+ac-1)....._ _____ __. 
+(l-2d) (21:}..ac) 





If the point is adjacent to a support on the free edge 
parallel to the x~aJd.s, the above equation takes the form, 
1 +a2+2h2+(1-2d I) 




(1~2d f) (2a...bc I) 
a2...(d'-a) 
(2a-bVct) 
.____.4b2 (l+c ') I--------' 
e (w) = J2.. (\M.)2 2D (2.22) 
(d) First Interior Corner Point (Figure 2.Jd). 
The boundary condition's are: 
(i) w(i-l)(j-1) = O 
Applying this condition at points (i-l)j and i(j-1), 
M(i-l)j' A A - d(. 2 + ;i 
D Au - - \w(i-l)(j+l) - w(i-l)j w(i-l)(j-1,V 
Substituting Equations 2.23 along with Equations 2.7 and 
2.8 in 2.6, 
.--------+-b ( 1 +2d' ) b (a-Hi') 
14 
(w) = Jl. P,M)2 
D 
(2.24) 
2.3. Deflection Influence Coefficients. The deflection at a point 
ij due to a unit load at point kl is defined as "Deflection Influence 
Coefficient" and is denoted by t . The deflections at all network points 
of the basic plate structure shown in Figure 2.1, due to a unit load at any 
point kl, can be determined by writing the equations derived in previous 
sections at various points and solving them simultaneously. A matrix 
formulation and computer solution is very convenient in such cases. Using 




[A]= Coefficient matrix 
[w] = Deflection matrix 
[P J = Load matrix 
From Equation 2.25 
(2.26) 
Thus the deflection influence coefficients due to unit load at kl 
can readily be obtained by inverting the coefficient matrix A by means of 
a computer and post nru.ltiplying it by load matrix p which has unity as the 
element corresponding to kl, the remaining elements being zero. 
If 11f3 is the deflection influence coefficient as defined above, the 
deflection at ij due to a unit load at kl .. becomes 
J;~ :;: ~ ,,kl (2.27) 
1J D ij ~ 
The deflection influence coefficients due to unit load at other 
points can be obtained by changing the elements of matrix p successively 
and pre-multiplying by [AJ1 • 
If the computer being utilized has internal storage capable of 
directly inverting a matrix of order 'n' and if the order of matrix A 
exceeds this, a method which utilizes the geometric symmetry of the basic 
structure and the principle of superposition can be applied. 
An unsymmetrically loaded symmetrical plate can be represented as the 
summation of four symmetrically and antisymmetrically loaded plates as 
shown in Figure 2.4. 
16 
Sym AntiS 
+P p +P 
p 4 4 4 





















Tf -P ... 
~ q 
Figure 2.4. Resolution of Antisymmetrically Loaded Symmetrical Plate. 
It can be easily seen that the deflections in the upper right quad~ 
rant are sufficient to determine the deflections throughout the entire 
plate in each of the four plates on the right side. When once the de-
flections throughout these plates are obtained, the deflections due to 
unsyIDmetrical load Pon the plate on the le~ side can be obtained by the 
method of superposition. Thus , the problem reduces to inversion of 
matrices of much smaller order than A. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL MOMENT AND REACTION EQUATIONS 
3.1. Derivation£! Moment and Reaction E.9.B.ations. A continuous 
rectangular plate subjected to loads normal to the middle pla.ne of the 
plate is considered (Figure 3.1). The flexural rigidity in any panel 
is constant. The supporting beams are flexible and their torsional 
rigidity is neglected. 
8 
8. 
Figure 3.1. General Structure 
17 
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There are three unknowns at any point along the common boundary of 
any two adjacent panels A and B. These are the moment and the two reac-
tions between the panels and the beam. These can be obtained from the 
compatibility conditions: 
(i) The sum of the normal slopes of adjacent panels at any poi nt 
along a supporting beam is zero. 
(ii) The displacement of each of the panels at any point along t he 
beam must be equal to the displacement of the beam at that 
point. 
If (0i)A and (0 1)B are rotations at i of panels A and B~ the first 
compatibility condition requires that (See Figure 3.2) 
Figure 3.2. Slope Compa.tibili ty of 
Adjacent Panels 
19 
If (Ai)A, (Ai)B and (Ai)Beam are the displacements at i of panels A, 
Band the supporting beam, respectively, the second compatibility condi-
tion requires that (Figure 3.3) 
II G) f- 1 l 81 Ct\)B I I 
I --= /-
8 
(A . )Beam 
l. 
I 
Figure 3.3. Displacement Compatibility 
( ) ( )Beam i\B"' ~ • 
The algebraic expressions for the slopes and displacements are: 
(ei\ = ~Tikpk + (F.) AM. 1 l. + ~i .M. + A J J 
(-Ti) 'RI + !:: (-Qi . ) 'R '. 
A J J 
(3.4) 
(ei)B = ~Tikpk + (F. )BM. 1 1 + I;G .. Mj B 1J 
+ (-T. ) "R!' ). 1 + E(~Q . . )"R'! B J.J J 
(3.5) 
(Ai\ = ~6:i.kpk + (Ti)'Mi + ~QJ_jMj + (-D.)'R! + r;(-H .. )'R'. (3.6) ). 1 A 1J J 
(Ai)B = ~ 6ikpk + (Ti)"Mi + EQ~' .M. B 1J J 
+ (-D. ) "R!' 
). ). 
+ I;(=H . .) "R'! 
B J.J J 
(3.7) 
20 
B B _ _B B B 
(&.) + RiD. + l: ~jRj· + Qi M + Q. M 
i 1 B ~ mm inn eam 
Where: 
j is any point, other than i, on the boundary of the panels. 
k is a typical interior point cf the panels. 
The angular load function T ik is the edge slope at i due to a unit 
load at k, considering the plate as supported by columns only at the 
corners (hereafterwards referred to as "basic structure"). 
The displacement l oad function 6 ik' (6 ik) is the edge displ acement 
at i of the basic structure A, (B) due to a unit shear at k. 
The angular flexibility (Fi)A Bis the edge slope at i of the basic 
structure A or B respectively due to a unit moment at i. 
The angular-displacement flexibility T1, (T1) is the edge displace-
ment at i of the basic structure A9 (B) due to a unit moment at i. 
By virtue of Maxwell-Betti Reciprocal Theorem, T. can also be defined 
1 
as the edge slope at i due to a unit shear at i. 
The angular carry-over G1 . is the edge slope at i of the basic J 
structure due to a unit moment at j. 
The angular-displacement carry-over Q11 • , (Q" ) is the edge de flee= J i_j__ 
tion at i of the basic structure A (B) due to a unit moment at j. 
From Maxwell-Betti Theorem Q .. can also be defined as the slope a t 
l. J 
i due to a unit shear at j . 
The displacement flexibi l ity n1 (D1) i s the edge displacement at i. 
of the basic structure A (B) due to a unit shear at i. 
The displacement carry-over Hi., (Hij) is the edge slope at i of t he 
_J_ -
basic structure A (B) due to a unit shear at· j. 
The displacement load function 6 ~ is the displacement at i due to 
1 
the weight of the beam. 
21 
The displacement flexibility D~ is the displacement at i cf the beam 
mn due to a unit shear 1i', considering the beam to be simply 
supported. 
B The displacement-angular carry-over (Q.) is the displacement at 
. 1 m,_n 
i of the beam mn due to a unit moment at morn respectively, con-
sidering the beam to be simply supported. 
The displacement carry-over~~ is the displacement at i of the beam 
mn due to a unit shear at any other point j on the beam. 
Pk is any load applied at k. 
M. and M. are the bending moments at i and j respectively. 
l. J 
R! and R~' are the reactions at i of the panels A and B respecti vely, 
l. 1 
assumed to be acting upwards (Figure 3.4). 
Rj and Rj are the reactions at j of the panels A and B respectivel;y, 
assumed to be acting upwards. 
MB and MB are the moments at ends of the beam mn. m n 
R. and R. are the reactions on the beam mn at i and j assumed to 
l. J 
be acting downwards (Fi gure 3.4). 
A graphical illustration of the various angular and displ acement functions 
is given in Chapter IV. 
I, 
Figure 3.4. Reactions Between Plates and 
Supporting Beam 
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From Figure 3.4 it can be easily seen that 
where 
q is the weight of beam of length t:.x or !:.Yo 
Similarly, 
(3.10) 
Substituting Equations 3o4 and 3o5 into 3.1 9 Equations 306, 3.7, 3.8, 
3o9 and 3.10 into 3.2 and 3.3 the general moment and reaction equations 
are obtained: 
E pk,-ik + M. E Gi + E MjG .. + R! (-Ti)A + E(-Q; .)Rj1 + ::a1rr(-T1. )B + 
A,B 1 A,B A,B iJ 1 A -J 
+ I: (-~j )R1! = 0 (3.11) 
B J 
The moments M and M can be determined from the continuity condi-m n 
tion of the supporting beam. Two isolated sps.ns of a continuous support-
ing beam loaded by reactions from the plate are shown in Figure 3.5. 
Using the flexibility method of analysis of continuous beams (14), the 
three moment equation is 




Figure 3.5. Continuous Supporting Beam 
where 
Angular load function T! is the slope at m of the beam mn due to its 
weight. 
Angular flexibility y3 (or F'3) is the slope of the beam mr.. (or lm) mn mI 
at m due to a unit moment at m. 
Angular carry-over G (or G 1 ) is the slope of mat the beam mn (or mn m 
lm) due to a unit moment at n (or 1). 
The displacement-angular carry-o.rer ~ is the end slope at m due 
to unit shear i. 
As many such equations as the number of continuous supports can be 
written for each supporting continuous beam. Equatior;.s thus obtained~ 
when combined with those obtained by writing Equations 3.11, 3.12 and 
3.13 at various points along the boundaries of continuous plate panels, 
yield the complete scluti,~,n of the problem. 
A digital CQmpute:r s olution suggests itself because c,f the large 
number of unknowns involved. A matrix from the aboYe general moment and 
reaction equations can be formulated as follows~ 
r:,-lpk EF Gl2 1 Gls Tl Ql2 Qls O 
r:,-2pk G21 EFl • G2s Q21 T2 • Q2s O 
r:,-spk Gsl G :> • . EF Qal Qs2 • • T 0 • El- 8 6 
r:61Pk Tl Ql2 • . Qls r:nl Hl2 . . !Ss ~ (1 
!:62Pk Q21 T2 • . Q2s H21 r:n2 H2s B "2n • • Q2m 
+ • . . • . • . . . . • • 
!:6sPk ~l Qsz 
. . T Hsl H ? • . r:n • • s 6- s 
r;,-B 0 0 • . 0 ~ ~2 • • ~s r:r3 G m m mn 
r:,-B 0 0 . . 0 (1 (2 . • (s G EF n nm n 
• • . . . . • 
r;,-B 0 0 0 
B 
(2 ~s • • Qrl • . . . r 




























where the subscript s corresponds to the total number of boundary points . 
Mm, Mn, etc. are the moments in the beam over the supports. 
The solution can be obtained by inverting the coefficient matrix, 
as already explained in C~.apter II. 
In case the unknown moments and reactions are too many to be handl ed 
by the computer, they can be reduced by adopting the followi ng matri x 
reduction. 
Using abbreviated notation, the general moment and reaction matrix 
can be written as, 
where 
[GJ [QJ 
[ QJ [HJ [QB] 
[ ?] [cr3J 
(3.16) 
[GJ and [cr3J are the subma.trices of the angular functions of the 
plate and beam, respectively. 
[ QJ B41d [ /] ar e the submatrices of the angular-displ acement carr y~ 
overs of the pl ate and beam, respectively. 
[HJ is the submatri x of the displacement functions of the plate and 
beam. 
[MJ is the subma.trix of the moment s in the pl ate over the continuous 
supports. 
[ RJ is the subma.trix of the r eactions between the plat e and suppor ting 
beams. 
[~] is the submatrix of the moments in the beam over the suppor ts. 
[ 'T' J ana. [,-BJ ar e the submatrices of the angul ar l oad functions of the 
plate and beam, respectively. 
[o] is the submatrix of the displacement load functions of the 
plate and beam. 
Resolving Equation 3.15 into three equationsj 
Solving for [MJ 
[MJ = - [aBJ=l [TJ + [GJ-l [QJ • 
~QJ-1 [<f]]-1 ~[QJ-1 [HJ_ [a]-1 [QJ~- [~J-1 [<f]~ 







Thus by successive inversions and other algebraic operations of coeffi= 
cient subma.trices, the moments can be evaluated. The values of [RJ and 
[~] are obtained as 
[RJ = [QJ-l [TJ + [QJ=l [a] [MJ (3. 21) 
[~] = [aBJ-l [TB] - [aBJ=l [QB] [RJ (3. 22 ) 
Thus the remaining unknowns [RJ and[~] can be det ermined 
successively from [MJ. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANGULAR AND DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS 
4.1. Angular~ Displacement Load Functions. Consider a rec-
tangular plate supported by columns at the corners to be acted upon by 
a load P = 1 at point k (Figure 4.1). From the definitions given in the 
previous chapter, the slope of the deflection curve at i due to Pk= 1 
is the angular load function Tik and the displacement at i due to Pk= 1 








If the plate is divided into an arbitrary number of equall y sized 
rectangular elements with sides 6:1:. and l::.y in the directions x and y 
respectively, the slope of deflection curve at 'i' can be approximated as: 
wi+l- w. e - . i 
i = flx (4.1) 
where 
w. 1 and w. are displacements at points i+l and i. l.+ l. 
If 'T1 (i+l)k and 11:i.k are the influence coefficients for the displace-





w (i+l)k = n '1xAy 'T1 (i +l )k 
Dis the flexural rigidity of the plate. 
From Equations 4.2 and 4.3 
_ llx!ly 1 (, '\ 
T ik - D l::.x \__ 'fl (i+l)k -11i_y 
T ik =~('fl (i+l)k ~ 'fli~ 
If i is on edge parallel to the x-axis, 
T ik = ~6 (i+l)k - 'f1i~0 
(4. 4) 
(4.5) 
4.2. Angular and Angular- Displacement Flexibilities. Consider a 
rectangular plate supported by columns at the corners, to be acted upon 
by a unit moment at point i (Figure 4.2). From the defini t i ons gi ven i n 
the previous chapter, the rotation and displacement at i due to M. ~ 1 
]. 
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Figure 4.2. Angular and Angular-Displacement 
Flexibilities 
---x 
The moment can be replaced by a couple with forces tc at i and i +l 
as shown with dotted lines in Figure 3.20 From the defi nition of the 
influence coefficients for the displacement, 
But from Maxwell's Reciprocal Theorem, ~(i+l)i: ~i(i+l)· Therefore, the 
above equation can be written as: 
From the discussion above, it follows that 
or '· •.·· 
If i is on ~dge parallel to x-axis, 
Fi = % t { "ti+l) <i+l) - 211i(i+l) + 'Tl ii} 





4.3. Angular and Angular-Displacement Carry- Overs. Consider a 
column supported rectangular plate to be acted upon by a unit moment a t 
j (Figure 403). From the definitions, the rotation and displacement at 
i due to M. = 1 are the angular and angular-displacement carry-overs G .. 
J 1J 










Figure 4.3. Angular and Angular-Displacement Carry-Over s 
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1 The moment can be replaced by a couple with forces !::.y at j and 
j+l. From the definition, 
w. l - w. 
l.+ l. 
Gij = !::.x 
_ t::. xt:. ;I. .1.. ..1. S1( '\ c· \t 
- D !::.x fly 1 1\i+l) (j+l) - 11(i+l);Jj - 11 i(j+l) - 11ij/f 0 
But, 
Substituting in the above equation, 
(4.11) 
Similarly from the definition, 
(4.12) 
If i is on edge parallel to x-axis and j on edge parallel to y-axis, 
If i and j are on parallel edges, (normal to x-direction) 
1 l::.x f. } 
Gij = i5 !::.y \.11 (i+l)(j+l) ~ 211i (j+l) + 11ij (4.14) 
(normal toy-direction) 
Gij = ! l {'n(i+l)(j+l) - 2 11 i(j+l) +11 ij} (4.15) 
4.4. Displacement Flexibility and Carry~Over. Consider a column 
supported rectangular plate to be acted upon by a unit shear at io By 
definition, the displacement at i due to a unit shear at i is the 
displacement flexibility Di (Figure 4.4). 
D -w -~11 i - i - D ii 
Figure 4o4. Displacement Flexibility and 
Carry...Over 
-----X 
The displacement at j due to a unit shear at i is the displacement 
carry-over Hji• 
By virtue of the Maxwell-Betti Reciprocal Theorem H .. = H.j, the dis-Ji 1 
placement at i due to a unit load at j. Therefore, it follows that 
H - ~ 'n - 1i6JSl 'n ij - D ''ij - D ''ij 0 
4.5. Beam Flexibilities. 
(a) Angular and displacement load functions~ 
Consider a simply supported beam to :be acted upon by its 
32 
own weight (Figure 4.5). By definition, the slope of the beam 
at m and displacement at i are angular and displacement load 
functions,.. B and 6 ~ respectively. m 1 
Figure 4.5. Angular and Displacement 
Load Functions of Beam 
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If ~j is the influence coefficient for the deflection at 
i due to a unit load at j, then 
where 
- Ac:3 B 
wij - EI 11 ij 
EI is the flexural rigidity of the beam. 
The angular load function can now be expressed as 
where 
(4.18) 
pis the number of strips in the beam and~ is the weight 
o'f each stripo 
\ 
I 
The displacement load function becomes 
B Ax.3 J ..B o --q L, l]. 
i - EI . l ij 
J= 
(4.19) 
(b) Displacement flexibility and displacement and displacement-
angular carry-over: 
Consider a simply supported beam mn to be acted upon by 
a unit shear at i (Figure 4.6). By definition the displace= 
ments at i and j due to unit shear at i are displacement 
B 
flexibility Di and displacement carry-over Hji respectively. 
Figure 4.6. Displacement Flexibility 
and Carry-Overs of Beam 
These can be expressed as 
DB tsir.3 B 
i = wi i = EI 1lii 
and 
The rotation at m due to unit shear at i is displacement-
B 
angular carry-over ~i· 
w 
0B _ m+-1 
""mi - 6,x 
6.x2 B 
= Ef' 11 (m+l)i 
(4.20) 
(4.22) 
(c) Angular flexibilities and angular and angular-displacement 
carry-overs: 
Consider a simply supported beam mn to be acted upon by 
a unit moment at m (Figure 4o7)o The slope at m due to a 
unit moment at mis the angular flexibility of the beam 
M =l m 
i 
m 
Figure 4.7. Angular Flexibilities and Carry-
Over Functions of Beam 
~. mm 
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Replacing the unit moment by a statically equivalent 
couple of forces 6
1x a distance t::,x apart as shown in Figure 4o6 9 
~ = w(m+l)(m+l) 
mm /J.X 
- 4x3 .l.. B 
- flX EI 'Tl(m+l)(m+l) 
or 
~ /J;<2 B 
mm = EI 'Tl(m+l)(m+l) 0 (4.23) 
The slope at n due to a unit moment at mis the angular 
B carry-over G (Figure 4.7) 9 run 
0B = w(n- l)(m+l) 
nm l::,X 
4x3 1 B 
= t,,x EI 1l (n- 1) (m+l) 
or 
GB 6x2 B 
nm= 1:Y'" ~(n-l)(m+l) (4.24) 
In view of the reciprocal relations for angular carry-overs 
and deflection influence coefficients, it can be written 
B !::,.x2 
Grun = EI ~ (m+l) (n-1) • (4.25) 
The deflection at any point ion the beam due to a unit 
B moment at mis the angular displacement carry-over Qim• 
B AX31 o:-m u "i = wi(m+l) = 1If" (m+l) (4.26) 
CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The plate structure shown in Figure 5.1 is analyzed for a uniform-
ly distributed load of 100 pounds per square foot. All the panels are 
four inches thick. Edge beams are provided around the plate structure. 
The dimensions of edge beams are: 
width= 9 inches 
Depth= 1 foot 6 inches. 
Poisson's ratio is taken as zero. The structure is supported by rigid 
columns. 
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Figure 5.1. Continuous Plate Structure 
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A square panel supported by four columns at the corners is taken as 
a basic unit and is covered by a sixty-four unit finite difference network 
as shown in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2. Basic Panel 
Deflection influence coefficients, obtained by taking advantage of 
symmetry of the basic unit as outlined in Chapter II, are presented ir. 
Table 5.1. 
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Deflection influence coefficients for a simply support ed beam are 
calculated and presented in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 
\:; Deflection Influence Coefficients for Beam 
I~ . 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 
1 2.1869 3.4997 4.o625 3.9900 3.4375 2.500 1.3128 
2 3.4997 6.2500 7.4990 7.500 6.4900 4.7470 2.4990 
3 4.o625 7.4990 9.6950 9.9940 8.8900 6.4980 3.4364 
4 3.9900 7.500 9.9940 11.00 9.9940 7.5000 3.9900 
5 3.4375 6.4980 8.8900 9.9940 9.6950 7.4990 4.o625 
6 2.50~ 4.7470 6.4980 7.5000 7.4990 6.2500 3.4997 
7 1.3128 2.4990 3.4375 3.9900 4.o625 3.4977 2.1869 
The unknowns in the example are moments at points 12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16, and reactions at points 1 to 11 (Figure 5.3). 
All the angular and displacement functions are obtained by using the 
relations derived in Chapter IV and utilizing the deflection influence 
coefficients given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. A matrix is formulated for the 




















Figure 5.3. Reduced Plate Structure Due 
to Symmetry 
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The solution of this matrix yields the final results which are: 
M12 = - 58.3272 kip ft. 
M13 = - 41.6920 kip ft. 
M14 ::: - 5.5107 kip ft. 
M15 = + 10.4092 kip ft. 
= + 3.7120 kip ft. 
Rl = + 1.7717 kips 
R2 = + 1.0526 kips 
~ = + 0.8602 kips 
R4 = + 0.6072 kips 
R5 = + 0.7824 kips 
R6 = + 0.9526 kips 
R7 :::: + 1.0269 kips 
RB = + 1.0401 kips 
R9 ::: + 1.5652 kips 
~o = ~ .9652 kips 
~l = - 3.5941 kips 
L:-8 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1. Summary. The application of flexibility methods to two-way 
continuous rectangular plates supported by flexible beams is presented. 
The continuous structure is isolated into appropriate basic structures 
and the support moments and edge shears are selected as redundants. A 
method of obtaining deflection influence coefficients for the basic 
structure by a finite difference approximation is given. Angular, dis-
placement and load functions of the basic structure are introduced and 
are expressed in terms of the deflection influence coefficients. Defor-
mation equations in terms of these functions and the redundants are ob-
tained utilizing the conditions of compatibility of deformations over a 
continuous support and between plate and the supporting beam. The theory 
is illustrated by a numerical example. 
6.2. Findings and Conclusions. The flexibility method of approach 
to two-way continuous rectangular plates is direct, can be used for any 
type of loading, and affords significant reduction in the number of un-
knowns. The type of basic structur e chosen makes possible the application 
of the flexibility method to a wide range of problems. 
The availability of deflection influence coefficient tables for var= 
ious length-width ratios of the basic structure is a prerequisite to this 
method. Evaluation of such tables can be accomplished readily by the pro-
cedure indicated in this study, with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy 
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